Introduction {#s0001}
============

The accurate repair of double-strand DNA breaks (DSB) is crucial for viability and maintaining genomic integrity, so presents a continual challenge to cells. Homologous recombination (HR) is one of the major DSB repair pathways and offers high fidelity by using a homologous DNA copy as a template during repair. HR can be split into the interconnecting stages of resection, strand invasion, branch migration and resolution, which are conserved across all domains of life.[@cit0001] During resection, the break is processed by helicase and nuclease activities to unwind the damaged DNA and generate a 3′ terminating single-stranded overhang that is coated with RecA or Rad51 recombinase proteins to form a filament. This filament initiates specific strand invasion of the homologous template as the first step in recombination repair.

In bacterial homologous recombination, a helicase-nuclease complex is responsible for controlling the resection process. There are 2 distinct, but related, systems (*E.coli* RecBCD and *Bacillus subtilis* AddAB) which have both been studied extensively (reviewed in refs. 2,3). RecBCD and AddAB unwind DNA with high processivity at speeds as fast as 1000-2000 bps^−1^ until encountering a short, species-specific DNA sequence known as a [C]{.ul}rossover [H]{.ul}otspot [I]{.ul}nstigator (Chi) site.[@cit0004] Chi sites are over represented in the bacterial genome and instigate a switch of activity from DNA degradation to repair, via recombination.[@cit0004] Single molecule studies *in vitro* have shown that translocation of both RecBCD and AddAB pauses for up to 5 seconds upon encountering a Chi site in the 3′ terminating ssDNA strand.[@cit0007] After this pause, both complexes resume translocation at a reduced rate and are unable to recognize additional Chi sites. Subsequent to the recognition event, there is a final cleavage a few bases downstream of Chi after which the 3′ tail, containing the Chi sequence, becomes protected from further digestion.[@cit0014] Consequently, it is likely that the Chi sequence remains bound within the complex despite continued unwinding and translocation. Moreover, it has been proposed that the complex opens an alternate exit route, situated between the helicase and Chi-binding domains, to enable the newly unwound ssDNA to loop out for RecA loading.[@cit0013]

Crystal structures of RecBCD and AddAB have been determined in combination with a DNA substrate that mimics the complex bound to a broken DNA end.[@cit0019] A simplified representation of their architectures is depicted in [**Figure 1**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}. Briefly, RecBCD contains 2 independent SF1 helicase motors of opposite polarity,[@cit0026] each of which is responsible for translocation along one of the ssDNA strands, together with one nuclease that intermittently cuts both strands. The core of the SF1 helicase folds contains the 2 motor domains (1A and 2A) that flank an ATP-binding site.[@cit0028] Translocation of ssDNA is coupled to ATP binding and hydrolysis by conformational changes involving the 1A and 2A domains.[@cit0029] By contrast, the AddAB complex utilises a single helicase motor to drive translocation along the 3′-terminating strand and contains 2 nuclease domains -- one for each strand.[@cit0031] The 3 nuclease domains (RecB, AddA, AddB) are all members of the diverse PD-(E/D)XK phosphodiesterase superfamily[@cit0032] although the AddB nuclease domain contains an additional FeS cluster. The structure of one family member (lambda exonuclease) bound to DNA and Mg^2+^ has been determined recently, providing insight into the mechanism of these nucleases.[@cit0033] Figure 1.AddAB and RecBCD structural architectures. Clipped surface view of (**A**) AddAB initiation complex (pdb code 3u44) and (**B**) RecBCD initiation complex (pdb code 3k70) with helicase motor (Hel), Chi-scanning and nuclease (Nuc) domains labelled and respective ssDNA tunnels highlighted (grey arrows). The clipped interior surface is coloured black. (**C**) AddAB structure in complex with Chi (yellow) (pdb code 4cej) with 2 bound ADPNP molecules shown as spheres (orange AddA and cyan AddB respectively). The clipped surface is coloured by protein. (**D**) Translocation-like movements of AddA helicase domains upon binding of ADPNP. Overlay of the translocation-like binary (grey) (pdb code 4ceh) and ternary ADPNP-bound (coloured by domain) (pdb code 4cei) AddAB structures showing relative displacement of the helicase motor and 1B arm domains. The single-stranded portion of DNA (thick bonds) moves away from the junction, corresponding to the closing movement of the 2A domain, whilst movement of the duplex (thin bonds) is coupled to the arm domain. Bound ADPNP is shown in sticks with the Mg2^+^ ion as a sphere (orange). The structures were aligned based on the 1B core domain and the 2B domain, which is hidden for clarity.

In combination with mutational studies, the RecBCD and AddAB structures also allowed the putative assignment of a Chi-scanning domain (in RecC or AddB respectively) that has a SF1 helicase fold but lacks most of the associated conserved motifs. There are 7 key conserved SF1-family motifs that map around the ATP-binding site, many of which have critical roles in nucleotide binding or hydrolysis.[@cit0034] The AddB Chi-scanning domain still retains many of the residues associated with ATP binding (such as the Walker A and B motifs) but residues that would normally promote ATP hydrolysis are not conserved.[@cit0024] The corresponding region in RecC lacks all of the conserved helicase motifs and is not thought to bind ATP.

Recently, crystal structures of AddAB were published that trapped translocation-like states, using an extended DNA substrate that mimicked an unwound fork.[@cit0035] These structures, obtained in the presence and absence of a non-hydrolysable ATP-analog (ADPNP), suggested a mechanism for duplex unwinding and translocation. Furthermore, the work also reported the first Chi-bound structure, with the ssDNA extending all the way through the complex to the 3′ nuclease domain as shown in [**Figure 1C**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}. This structure reveals a key, intermediate stage that develops our understanding of the role of Chi in regulation of bacterial recombination. This article will expand upon and assess the implications of these structures, specifically in terms of the processes of Chi binding and Chi response in AddAB, with additional insights into the nature of Chi recognition in RecBCD.

Duplex unwinding and translocation {#s0001-0001}
----------------------------------

AddAB was crystallized in complex with a hairpin oligonucleotide with long, single-stranded tails that mimics an unwound fork.[@cit0035] Two structures were obtained, with and without the non-hydrolysable ATP analog, ADPNP, thus trapping 2 steps in the translocation process. As seen with other helicases,[@cit0029] the 1A and 2A motor domains of AddA close around a bound molecule of ADPNP ([**Figure 1D**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). In conjunction with the 2A domain, the ssDNA is pulled deeper into the protein resulting in a step of one base pair. Although there are likely to be additional intermediate stages to complete a full cycle of translocation, including ATP hydrolysis and product release steps, these snapshots provide insight into the unwinding mechanism. AddAB and RecBCD contain an extension of the 1B domain, termed the arm domain, which contacts the DNA duplex across the first helical turn. As the motor domains close, the arm moves in the opposite direction pulling the duplex away from the junction. This movement creates tension at the junction to assist in the unwinding of a base pair. Consistent with this proposal, the last paired base on the 5′ terminating strand becomes disordered in the ADPNP complex.

Recognition of Chi in AddAB {#s0001-0002}
---------------------------

The structure of AddAB with a bound Chi sequence revealed the specific location and nature of the Chi-binding site, which straddles AddB and the interface with the AddA nuclease.[@cit0035] The Chi sequence interacts with the protein with the bases facing toward the "helicase-like" AddB 1A and 2A domains as shown in [**Figure 2B**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}. Each of the 5 Chi bases (AGCGG) is engaged by 2 or 3 specific hydrogen bonds with surrounding protein residues. This is contrary to the situation seen in the interaction between active helicase domains and ssDNA (such as in AddA - [**Fig. 2A**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}), which involves only non-specific hydrophobic stacking interactions with the bases and polar contacts with the phosphodiester backbone. Figure 2.Alterations in the helicase domains upon binding of Chi. (**A**) Superposition of the AddA helicase motor domains with bound ADPNP (sticks), Mg2^+^ (spheres) and ssDNA (tube and sticks) from the binary (grey), ternary (coloured as in [**Fig. 1D**](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) and Chi-bound (coloured by domain in lighter shades than the ternary structure) crystal structures. The Chi-bound 1A domain matches that in the binary structure whereas the 2A and ssDNA are in between the relative conformations of the binary and ternary states. (**B**) AddB helicase-like 1A and 2A domains from the Chi-bound complex. At the Chi sequence, the ssDNA flips by 180° to form specific interactions with the 1A domain.

Accompanying the publication of the first AddAB initiation complex structure was the identification of 7 mutations that affected the interaction with Chi.[@cit0025] Of these mutations, 5 showed no detectable level of Chi binding and these all correspond to residues lining the Chi-binding pocket in the Chi-bound structure. As expected, residues T44, R70 and F210 form direct, specific interactions with the Chi bases. Two other residues (D41 and Q42) are located at the top turn of a stretched helix, labeled Chi-helix1 (χh1) in [**Figure 3B**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}, which is pulled away to accommodate the second Chi residue. The guanine base inserts into the groove between turns, sandwiched below the aspartate and glutamine residues. With each residue appearing to participate in hydrogen bonds to neighbouring protein regions, D41 and Q42 may play an important role in forming/securing this distorted conformation in parallel with binding of the Chi sequence. Moreover, D41 interacts with S69, which is the residue immediately preceding a key Chi-interacting residue (R70). Consequently, mutation at this position could disrupt a wider section of the Chi-binding site. Interestingly, the 2 remaining mutations that showed a defect in Chi recognition (F68, W73) map to residues that may indirectly assist in coordinating binding of the Chi sequence. The side chain of F68 is located in the vicinity of the first base of the Chi sequence and appears to assist in correctly orientating both F210 and E217 for direct stacking and hydrogen bonding interactions, respectively, with the base. Additionally, W73, located on Chi-helix2 (χh2), caps a 3-tier planar stacking arrangement with R70 and the fourth base of the Chi sequence. Figure 3.Summary of the specific Chi-binding interactions in AddB and the AddA nuclease. (**A**) The Chi-binding sites are superposed for the binary structure (grey) and the Chi-bound structure (coloured by subunit) to show relative changes in the presence of Chi. The site in the ternary complex is not shown as it is identical to the binary structure. The side chains of key residues that interact with Chi are shown as sticks. (**B**) Close-up view of the key interactions stabilising Chi located on the AddB 1A domain helices χh1 and χh2. Residues D41 and Q42 stretch the top turn of χh1 by interacting with S69 and L595 respectively. R70 and W73 of χh2 stack with 2 of the Chi bases.

The Chi-interacting residues are contributed in the main by the AddB 1A domain but with a few from the AddB 2A and AddA nuclease domains ([**Fig. 3A**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}). The phosphate on the 3′-side of Chi is coordinated by a 'SVS' helical turn (AddA residues 1015-1017) before the DNA crosses into the nuclease active site. A similar feature is conserved in the structurally related lambda exonuclease where a 'TAS' helical turn (residues 33-35) is involved in orientating the DNA for cleavage.[@cit0033] This motif is also conserved in the AddB (SVS, residues 791-793) as well as the RecB (SYS, residues 905-907) nuclease active sites. Coordination of the 3′ strand at the AddA SVS helix places the first and second base 3′ of Chi near the catalytic nuclease motif (DYK, residues 1172-1174). This is consistent with *in vitro* observations that the final cleavage predominantly occurs one nucleotide 3′ of Chi.[@cit0018] When AddAB is co-crystallized with substrates lacking the Chi sequence, DNA is not ordered at the AddA SVS helix. This suggests that binding of the Chi sequence helps to position the 3′ tail to engage at the AddA nuclease active site. However, it should be kept in mind that all the published AddAB crystal structures are of a nuclease dead mutant form of the enzyme, which is unable to bind Mg^2+^. It is possible that the wild type enzyme may show stronger coordination of the 3′ terminating strand in the absence of Chi.

A molecule of ADPNP is bound to AddB, occupying the canonical ATP-binding site ([**Fig. 2B**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). The nucleotide analog sits in close proximity to the Chi sequence and is immediately parallel to χh1, which directly interacts with the 2^nd^ base of Chi. The AddB 1A and 2A domains occupy a closed conformation that is unresponsive to binding of both nucleotide and Chi. It has been shown that the rate of dissociation of bound Chi is around 3-fold faster when the AddB ATP-binding site is disrupted.[@cit0031] Despite this observation, the binding of nucleotide in tandem with Chi does not cause any changes that might explain this observation. It could be that the amino acid point mutation used to disrupt the binding site influences the stability of the complex more than simply the absence of nucleotide. Alternatively, there could be a conformational change linked to a slow ATP hydrolysis event in AddB that subsequently increases the half-life of the complex. Further work will be required to distinguish between these, or other, possibilities.

Chi scanning during translocation {#s0001-0003}
---------------------------------

A comparison of other AddAB structures with the Chi-bound structure reveals that the binding site is largely unaltered by binding of Chi except for four of the residues discussed above (D41, Q42, R70 and W73 ([**Fig. 3A**](#f0003){ref-type="fig"})). The entrance to the AddA nuclease binding site - including the 'SVS' motif and the side chain of Y1204 -- shows only a minimal adjustment moving from the translocation state to that with Chi bound. Consequently, the Chi-scanning region is set up to recognize its specific recognition sequence from the moment ssDNA begins to translocate through the site. With rapid translocation rates of up to 2000 bp/s this makes sense in that significant movements to recognize Chi would reduce the efficiency of the recognition process. In fact, Chi sites are only recognised with a frequency of around 30% in RecBCD[@cit0014] and even less in AddAB.[@cit0013]

Chi binding pauses translocation {#s0001-0004}
--------------------------------

Looking outside of the Chi-scanning domain, there are additional structural changes upon Chi binding relating to the AddA helicase motor domains. These changes are highlighted by the superposition of the helicase domains from the Chi-bound structure with each of the 2 translocation-like states ([**Fig. 2A**](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Although there is an ADPNP molecule bound to the AddA subunit, the conformation of the 1A and 2A (motor) domains resembles that found in the binary structure that lacks bound nucleotide. The 2A domain and the ssDNA spanning the motor domains are both in a mixed, partially closed conformation between the open and closed states. It appears that when Chi binds, movement of the 1A domain becomes uncoupled from ADPNP binding in AddA. Most strikingly, a long helix, which contacts the ssDNA at one end and typically slides upwards to contact bound nucleotide via the side-chain of R132 at the other end, does not respond to ADPNP binding. This suggests that hydrolysis of ATP has become uncoupled from translocation of a base because this movement is a key part of the translocation mechanism. With the majority of the 1A domain unresponsive to ADPNP binding, the 2A domain presumably attempts to close but is left in a sort of no-man\'s land, unable to drive translocation by itself.

Single-molecule studies have shown that both AddAB and RecBCD pause at a Chi sequence before resuming translocation at a reduced speed.[@cit0007] Moreover, AddAB also pauses at sequences that resemble Chi.[@cit0013] However, after pausing briefly, translocation resumes and unlike a *bona fide* Chi recognition event, the rate of translocation is similar to that before the encounter. The studies also revealed that the nature of the pause at Chi may be a multi-step process.[@cit0007] The Chi-bound crystal structure appears to represent the initial state in this series of events in which the complex has recognised Chi and paused translocation but has yet to respond. Consistent with this view, binding of Chi does not induce any significant conformational changes in the AddB protein apart from the local rearrangement of a few key residues that facilitate specific recognition of the Chi sequence. The lack of a distinct link between the Chi-binding site and the helicase motor domains of AddA may suggest that binding of the 3′ DNA end at Chi physically halts further translocation upstream, thereby inducing the pause in translocation. It is likely that the canonical movement of the helicase domains becomes recoupled to ATP binding after the pause because it was shown that the net efficiency of translocation of AddAB was the same before and after Chi recognition.[@cit0007]As such, it is evident that further conformational changes will be required (i.e. a response to Chi) for translocation to resume.

Structural comparison with RecBCD {#s0001-0005}
---------------------------------

The RecBCD complex has a different subunit composition to AddAB, with a second helicase (RecD) operating on the 5′ terminating strand ([**Fig. 4A**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit0019] Despite this, the complexes share a range of similar biochemical properties when encountering and responding to Chi sites.[@cit0002] Other than the additional RecD protein, the complexes share similar structural architectures with RecB being related to AddA whilst RecC is similar to AddB. Figure 4.Overview of the structural architecture of RecBCD in relation to AddAB. (**A**) Overview of the RecBCD structure (pdb code 3k70) coloured by subunit. (**B**) Close-up of the RecB nuclease domain aligned to that of AddA (orange) from the Chi-bound structure (pdb code 4cej) with DNA engaged at the SxS motif. The active site DYK and SxS motifs are shown in sticks to highlight their identical positions in both proteins. (**C**) Close-up of the RecB helicase domains aligned to those of AddA from the binary structure (pdb code 4ceh), aligned using the 1A and 2A domains. The 1B Arm and core domains occupy a different position in RecB relative to the DNA. (**D**) Close-up of the RecC helicase-like Chi-scanning domains aligned to hose of AddB from the Chi-bound structure, aligned using the 1A and 2A domains. The domains share a similar structural arrangement but with relative displacements of a section of 1A domain - containing χh2, the 1B and the 2B domains. In AddB about eight bases of the ssDNA span the length of the domains. The 3 bases 5′ of Chi (lime) may relate to the additional bases of the *E.coli* Chi sequence. In (**C**) and (**D**) the 2B domains are not shown for clarity.

The RecB helicase is aligned with AddA in [**Fig. 4C**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}, both from structures of binary complexes without ADPNP. To date a crystal structure has not been obtained of RecBCD with bound nucleotide/nucleotide analog in the ATP-binding sites. The alignment shows that the core motor domains are largely similar suggesting a conserved mechanism of ssDNA translocation. RecB also contains the 1B domain extension known as the arm. However, relative to the rest of the helicase domains, it is rotated around the duplex by around 90° compared to its position in AddA. The adjustment of the arm domain could reflect an altered role in RecB or could result from the DNA hairpin in the substrate being closer to the junction in the RecBCD structures. In both complexes the 3′ ssDNA tail is fed toward the Chi-scanning domains.

A number of mutations in the RecC protein have been shown to influence Chi recognition.[@cit0025] Handa et al.,[@cit0042] generated a large set of point mutations to alanines, based on residues that line the ssDNA tunnel in the crystal structure of the RecBCD initiation complex.[@cit0019] Although many of the mutations had little effect on Chi binding, eleven mutations did have an effect and were classified into 2 groups -- Type I and Type II. Type I mutants were significantly impaired in their ability to recognize Chi, whereas Type II showed reduced specificity of Chi recognition, resulting in additional Chi-like responses at non-canonical Chi sequences. As in AddB, the predicted Chi-binding site in RecC also comprises an inactive SF1 helicase fold that is situated between the RecB helicase and nuclease domains ([**Fig. 4D**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, the sites display similar structural arrangements in terms of the domains, but with several rigid-body adjustments of secondary structure elements. One key structural variation between AddB and RecC is that the RecC subunit lacks all of the highly conserved SF1 helicase motifs, not just those responsible for ATP hydrolysis. Curiously, although the AddB SF1 fold responsible for Chi binding does indeed bind ATP, nucleotide binding does not induce any significant movement in the surrounding protein nor in the Chi-binding site. Consequently, the AddB 1A and 2A domains are in a conformation that is ready to bind Chi whether or not nucleotide is bound.

The current RecBCD structures are of the initiation complex,[@cit0019] which is the state of the enzyme when bound initially to a DNA double-strand break. The RecB nuclease domain sits between 2 ssDNA tunnels exiting from RecD and RecC, respectively. However, in this initiation state the RecB nuclease active site is blocked by an α-helix ([**Fig. 4B**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). To progress to the translocating, Chi-scanning, state a conformational change must occur to allow activation of the nuclease active site. Additionally, there is a nuclease bypass tunnel between the 1A domain of RecC and the RecB nuclease domain that could direct the 3′ terminating strand out of the enzyme without being cleaved. Therefore, the minimum change that is required to reach the active, translocating RecBCD state would involve removing the blocking helix whilst closing the nuclease bypass route. The observation *in vitro* that the final 3′ strand cleavage in RecBCD occurs 4-6 bases downstream of Chi,[@cit0014] rather than one base downstream as in AddAB,[@cit0018] suggests that the nuclease domain and the bound Chi sequence occupy different positions relative to one another in RecBCD. In the current crystal structures the nuclease is actually slightly closer to the Chi-scanning domain than in AddAB. Consequently, it is likely that the nuclease adopts a different position in solution where it may be able to switch between the extruding ssDNA strands more readily.

Insights into chi binding in RecBCD {#s0001-0006}
-----------------------------------

The Chi sequences recognised by the 2 complexes are different; *E.coli* RecBCD recognises the eight base sequence GCTGGTGG,[@cit0043] whereas *B.subtilis* AddAB is regulated by AGCGG.[@cit0009] Perhaps a poignant observation is the fact that, in all present structures, the SF1 helicase fold spans eight or nine DNA residues. As the AddAB Chi sequence binds at the 3′ end of the helicase-like fold spilling into the AddA nuclease, the additional 3 RecBCD Chi bases are likely to be present upstream of the bound AddAB Chi when overlaying the structures ([**Fig. 4D**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}). Looking at [**Figure 5**](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, the Type I and II RecC mutations are located in the 1A and 1B domains whereas in AddB the Chi interactions are almost exclusively provided by domain 1A. The RecC mutations in 1B, including the majority of the Type II mutants, would be positioned in the vicinity of where the additional 3 Chi bases would be expected to reside. Figure 5.Comparison of the positions of Chi-interacting residues in AddB and RecC. The Chi-binding site of AddB from the Chi-bound crystal structure (pdb code 4cej) is summarised (**A**) with key residues shown with sticks. Alongside is the same region of RecC (**B**) with mutations from the work by Handa *et al*.[@cit0042] shown as sticks. Mutations that didn\'t affect Chi recognition are shown in green, Type I mutations that abolished Chi-binding are in red and Type II mutations that increased the promiscuity of Chi-sequence recognition are in yellow-orange. The 2 Chi-helices χh1 and χh2 are coloured similarly in each structure.

The last 5 bases of the respective AddAB and RecBCD Chi sequences are highly similar, which may suggest a degree of conservation between the Chi-binding sites. The AddAB Chi sequence was mutated and superposed onto the equivalent position in RecC based on an alignment of the 1A and 2A domains ([**Fig. 6**](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}). The 2 helices χh1 and χh2, which play a significant role in the AddAB-Chi complex, are conserved in RecC but χh2 has swung away relative to its position in AddB. The side chains of D41 and Q42 in AddB, which stretch the top turn of χh1 to accommodate a base of the Chi sequence -- even in the absence of Chi itself, are not conserved in RecC and the helix is not stretched. Residues T44 and E48, which directly contact 3 Chi bases in AddB, correspond to A43 and Q47 in RecC. Interestingly, these substitutions could fit with the RecBCD Chi sequence where a thymine substitutes for the cytosine base. Looking at χh2, the side chains of R70 and W73 in AddAB stack on top of Chi. Whilst both residues are conserved in RecC (W70 and R186) and are part of the set of Type I Rec mutations, the arginine is contributed by a different part of the sequence. The position corresponding to R70 is represented by S67 in RecC with the stacking R186 and W70 tucked away from χh1 in a groove at the 1A/1B domain interface. Figure 6.Modelling RecBCD-Chi binding at χh1 in relation to the interactions observed in AddAB. χh1 and χh2 are coloured as in [**Figure 5**](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} with residues relating to key positions in the AddB-Chi complex as well as the nuclease SYS and DYK motifs shown in sticks. The DNA position and orientation is directly taken from the AddAB-Chi structure (pdb code 4cej) when superposed as in [**Figure 4D**](#f0004){ref-type="fig"} although the bases are mutated to match the RecBCD Chi sequence (lime green). The bases 3′ of Chi are coloured in hotpink and the potential nuclease-bypass exit tunnel is labelled. The nuclease blocking helix present in RecBCD structures is removed for clarity.

The altered location of χh2 in RecC suggests either a different orientation in the Chi binding site to that seen in AddB or that additional conformational changes associated with the transition from initiation to translocation states might make the sites more similar. When all of the RecC domains are modelled to fit directly onto AddB, the movements bring all of the Type I RecC mutants toward the location of Chi equivalent to the AddB binding site. However, it would still not bring R186 within reach of fulfilling the vacant Chi-stacking role lost by the substitution of S67. An additional, major contradiction to the idea of a conserved binding site is the indication that the RecB nuclease cuts further to the 3′ of Chi than in AddAB. In AddAB, part of the Chi-binding interactions at the 3′ end of the sequence come directly from the nuclease itself. Therefore, these particular interactions with Chi would be lost in RecBCD because the nuclease would have to be positioned further away from the terminal Chi residue. The groove containing the Type I RecC residues is on the opposite side of the Chi tunnel from the nuclease. If this does correspond to a different site of Chi binding in RecBCD then there would be more room to fit additional bases downstream of Chi before reaching the nuclease. This could explain the observation that a certain class of natural RecC variants (from the recC1004 strain) initiate recombination by recognising a longer, eleven-base Chi sequence GCTGGTGCTCG (Chi\*).[@cit0040]

Summary and perspectives {#s0001-0007}
------------------------

The crystal structure of AddAB bound to its Chi sequence revealed the specific nature of the interactions between the Chi-scanning domain and each of the 5 bases. The Chi-binding site is mostly unaltered by Chi binding suggesting that the translocating complex constantly scans the 3′ terminating ssDNA strand. The similarity of the *B.subtilis* AddAB Chi sequence to the last 5 residues of the *E.coli* RecBCD Chi sequence raised the possibility of a conserved mechanism of recognition in the 2 systems. Furthermore, the predicted RecC Chi-scanning domain shares similar structural features to those observed in the AddB-Chi structure, but with some key differences. However, even when the structural components of RecC are aligned to match up with their counterparts in AddB it is evident that a number of the Chi interactions in AddAB are not conserved. The position of key Chi-binding residues, identified from mutational studies,[@cit0023] may suggest an alternative path for the Chi-binding site within RecC. In conclusion, comparison of the structural and biochemical properties of RecBCD and AddAB suggests a divergence in the mechanism of Chi binding between the 2 complexes. This may involve a modified set of interactions with an altered nuclease location or it may extend to an alternative orientation of the Chi-binding interface toward the 1A/1B domain interface. The current RecBCD structures represent an initiation complex rather than one competent for translocation. Indeed, several conformational changes would be required for activation, not least of all at the nuclease active site. Further insights into the interaction between RecBCD and Chi will probably require structures of complexes trapped during translocation.

The AddAB-Chi structure inferred that ATP binding at AddA becomes uncoupled from translocation when Chi is bound, consistent with the pause in translocation observed in single-molecule studies.[@cit0013] Now that this paused state has been visualised structurally, the question is how does the complex recover to re-couple nucleotide binding to translocation whilst keeping the Chi sequence sequestered? Currently, the best explanation is that the next stage of response to Chi binding involves a conformational change that would open up an alternative exit for the ssDNA between the AddA helicase and the AddB Chi-scanning domain to allow translocation and unwinding to resume.[@cit0019] A site for a possible exit route guarded by a latch-like helix opening mechanism has been proposed in RecBCD, with a similar feature found in AddAB.[@cit0023] In support of this proposal, the latch is structurally linked to the Chi sequence via the side-chain of R132 in AddAB.[@cit0035] Furthermore, mutation of latch residues reduces the specificity of Chi recognition in RecBCD[@cit0042] and increases the likelihood of canonical Chi recognition by 2-fold in AddAB.[@cit0025] The paused Chi state does not explain these observations suggesting there is a further conformational change in response to Chi binding that may open an exit channel involving the latch.

Whatever the next stage entails, the trigger for leaving the paused state might involve cleavage of the 3′ terminating strand downstream of the Chi sequence or slow hydrolysis of ATP in the AddB inactive helicase fold which encases Chi (or a combination of both?). Cleavage of the 3′ end is necessary to generate a suitable substrate for strand extension by DNA polymerase after the strand invasion and exchange reactions. Therefore, it seems likely that this final cleavage event could play a key role in regulating the Chi response process. Regarding ATP hydrolysis in AddB, the catalytic motifs typically associated with ATP hydrolysis in helicases are absent and the rate of ATP turnover by AddAB is greatly reduced when the AddA ATP-binding site is disrupted.[@cit0031] However, the complex where only the site in AddA was disrupted showed a slightly increased rate of ATP hydrolysis of 4.64 ± 0.08 min^−^[@cit0001] compared to 2.6 ± 0.14 min^−1^ when both AddA and AddB sites were disrupted. However, such a role for ATP hydrolysis in AddB would not apply to the RecBCD system where ATP does not interact with the Chi-scanning domain (RecC). Now, our aim is to address some of these queries to start to understand the next stages of Chi recognition and response in AddAB to further unravel the complex process of resection in bacteria.
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